Polyline glyphs are minimized thumbnails of polylines from parallel coordinates. Since such glyphs may augment the usability of parallel coordinates, the authors investigate whether there are benefits to be derived from using polyline glyphs that are dynamically linked to parallel coordinates as opposed to the use of the latter visualization technique alone. They also identify user tasks that can be effectively solved if parallel coordinates dynamically linked to polyline glyphs are used. This study adds to the body of previous work a discussion on the features of the polyline glyphs that facilitate the exploration and understanding of multivariate data. Moreover, the authors conduct an empirical study in which parallel coordinates dynamically linked to polyline glyphs are used to solve four tasks. The main finding is that polyline glyphs can facilitate a better insight into the similarities between the multivariate signatures of data items and information acquisition if visual clutter hinders the use of parallel coordinates. The study also reveals that if visual clutter does not occur in parallel coordinates and the polylines from the latter can be differentiated, individuals tend not to use polyline glyphs to study multivariate signatures.
Introduction
Parallel coordinate plot (PCP) 1 is a technique for visualizing multidimensional data. It shows multivariate signatures as superimposed on each other, which generates advantages and causes inconveniences. Superimposition can facilitate comparison between multivariate signatures and can require little space, even for lots of data items. These are fundamental advantages especially if limited space must be used for showing lots of data items at once and for making comparison feasible. A substantial weakness, however, is that superimposition can lead to visual clutter, 2 making users reluctant to use PCPs 3 as they may perceive PCPs as ''too scientific.'' 4 Although there are various clutter-reduction techniques, 2 they all have certain constraints. Showing multivariate signatures not as superimposed but as juxtaposed (i.e. placing them below or next to each other) can be a remedy. However, juxtaposition does not offer the same features as superimposition, and therefore, it cannot be treated as a substitute for the latter. Although juxtaposition provides easy access to particular multivariate signatures, it takes up more space and can make comparison difficult, especially if hundreds or thousands of multivariate signatures are shown. Hence, both superimposition and juxtaposition seem viable and useful depending on the extent to which they enable insights. Therefore, showing multivariate signatures as juxtaposed with each other may augment the insight gained when they are viewed as superimposed on each other in parallel coordinates.
Our goal is to investigate whether showing multivariate signatures of data items as both juxtaposed and superimposed in a PCP can augment the gained insight and hence also the usability of the latter visualization technique. Since such a research objective is multifaceted, we narrow our focus to a particular case in which a specific design pattern is used for juxtaposing signatures. Drawing upon inspiration from parallel coordinates and Tufte's sparklines, 5 we propose the polyline glyphs. These condense what is typically found in parallel coordinates into tiny multivariate glyphs 6 that can be regularly sized and graphically manipulated ( Figure 1 ). Polyline glyphs are simply minimized and frozen thumbnails of plots from parallel coordinates. Such thumbnails are then grouped into a glyph display and dynamically linked with a PCP, as we assume that using polyline glyphs to show multivariate signatures as juxtaposed can provide advantages over the use of a PCP alone.
Parallel coordinates dynamically linked to polyline glyphs have so far been implemented experimentally twice: in ViewExposed 4 and in agroEXPLORE. 7 Although the implementations gave promising results, no evidence was gathered to support the assertion that polyline glyphs add value to a coordinated-view display, thus making the system more useful. With this study, we intend to better investigate this issue in more detail. First, we briefly elaborate on the features of the polyline glyphs in the context of geovisualization, as this area of application is of primary importance to us.
Second, we investigate their effectiveness in the case where they are dynamically linked to a PCP. We therefore conduct a controlled user study to investigate whether the polyline glyphs are well suited to positively augment (not replace) the primary PCP views.
In this article, we address the following two research questions:
1. Do polyline glyphs dynamically linked to a PCP augment insights into multivariate geographical data drawn from geovisualization provided through a PCP alone? 2. What user tasks, if any, can be solved if tasksolving activities are supported by the dynamic linking of a PCP to polyline glyphs?
This article adds to the body of previous work, both through a discussion on specific features of the polyline glyphs and through a controlled user study in which the effectiveness of their linkage to a PCP is investigated.
Parallel coordinates and multivariate glyphs in geovisualization

Facing parallel coordinates' visual clutter in geovisualization
Parallel coordinates give insights into the multivariate signatures of data entities. 8 They therefore have many Figure 1 . The user interface used in the empirical study. Polyline glyphs (A) dynamically linked to a parallel coordinate plot (B) may facilitate investigations of multivariate signatures of data items presented in the latter plot. Although the signatures are filtered (C), they might still be difficult to differentiate, due to their superimposition. The polyline glyphs (A) could therefore be used to investigate the signatures of selected items: in this case, Lørenskog (D).
application domains. In geographic information science (GIScience), parallel coordinates are often used as a ''multidimensional detective,'' 9 both independently as a singular data display and as part of composite environments with coordinated and multiple views (CMVs), such as CommonGIS, 10 HealthVisPCP, 8, 9 and ESTAT.
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Although PCPs have advantages, they also feature shortcomings such as limited efficiency in conveying significant patterns due to visual clutter. 2, 3 Although tools such as Mondrian 12 exist, in which dense parallel plots are perfectly usable (e.g. through alpha blending, sampling, or parallel box plots that provide viable alternatives), many data items drawn as superimposed polylines on a limited screen space normally hinder visual analysis. Users, especially those unfamiliar with visual analytics tools, might be unable to reveal trends or perform even simple tasks such as polyline selection. 13 In the context of CMV geovisualization, parallel coordinates' visual clutter can be solved through clutter-reduction techniques 2 such as clustering 3 and, as in Mondrian, alpha blending. 12 It can also be done through dynamically linking a PCP to a display that shows multivariate signatures not as superimposed but as geographically or topologically distributed. A good example of the latter is multivariate symbol maps, such as those by Dorling 14 in which both multivariate glyphs and peculiar Chernoff 15 faces are used. Visual clutter in parallel coordinates can also be overcome by dynamically linking a PCP to a technique that shows the signatures not superimposed but juxtaposed, for instance, in a grid plot consisting of multivariate glyphs, as in the GeoViz toolkit. 16 All three clutter-reduction solutions have limitations. For example, alpha blending can make the identification of polylines in a crowded display unfeasible, and showing numerous multivariate symbols on a map causes visual clutter too. Besides, there are only few methods of multivariate symbol mapping. 17 The third approach to solving the problem of clutter requires more screen space. Nevertheless, since it gives easy access to particular data items, it seems promising. A grid plot consisting of multivariate glyphs and in which the same data entities are juxtaposed as those superimposed in a PCP may not only facilitate information acquisition: as the same information is shown twice but differently, it can also augment the insights gained through the PCP and thus augment its usability.
Glyphs in geovisualization
Glyphs are commonly defined as geometric shapes scaled by the values of multivariate data where each glyph represents one multidimensional data item. 18, 19 They have different shapes 6, 20 and are therefore referred to by different names, such as line glyphs and star glyphs. Simplified and small glyphs typically feature neither coordinates nor axes, which makes them similar to Tufte's 5 concept of sparklines. The border between these concepts is therefore fuzzy. Glyphs are used in map displays, which are named after the glyph style, such as star-plot maps and ''utility symbol'' maps. 21 However, in addition to static or interactive maps, multivariate glyphs can be used in other ways in geovisualization. Glyphs can constitute an autonomous part of CMV environments, as in GeoVISTA Studio 22 and the Geovisual Analytics Visualization (GAV) framework, 23 in which multiple visualization techniques are dynamically linked to facilitate information exploration and knowledge construction. 10 Then, to better support analytical purposes, glyphs can be grouped into a data display 22 and dynamically linked to map or data displays. They can be shown as scatterplot points 18, 19, 24 or juxtaposed in a small multiple, in which ''information slices are positioned within the eyespan, so that viewers make comparisons at a glance-uninterrupted visual reasoning'' 25 ). As Ward 20 and Klippel et al. 26 claim, due to such settings, the similarities and differences between glyphs are likely to be identified more efficiently.
As element of CMV tools, juxtaposed multivariate glyphs can serve either as an extra visual component for strengthening tools' overall quality or as a supportive component for amplifying the communication provided in other displays (i.e. by augmenting their usability). Tools employing PCPs are a good example of when such a dual role of glyphs is potentially of value. Juxtaposed glyphs can, for example, be star-plot glyphs, and since such glyphs can be thought of as a PCP in polar coordinates 18, 19 or as an alternative for representing the data shown in parallel coordinates, 26 visual attention can be shifted from parallel coordinates to star-plot glyphs without adjusting visual reasoning. Nevertheless, there is a difference in the way in which the data are presented. In PCPs, all entities are superimposed on each other. Moreover, different intervals for each axis can be shown by labeling and hash marks, and this works for categorical values as well. Star-plot glyphs in turn give an overview of the entire dataset by showing each graphical entity separately in a form of juxtaposed small star plots but without any labels. Hence, despite the limited explanations (labeling), juxtaposition enables access to particulate data items, which often is unfeasible in superposition. The approach can further be simplified. Instead of using polar coordinates, parallel coordinates can be applied so that graphical entities resemble the polylines from a PCP. Such ''polyline glyphs'' can therefore serve as an extra visualization component and be a supportive visualization technique for parallel coordinates. However, the question remains of what, if any, is the added value of using such glyphs and whether they augment the insights provided by a PCP, which would otherwise be unachievable when using a PCP alone.
The polyline glyphs
Four issues are usually mentioned as essential for the effectiveness of glyph-based visualization in general: 6, 18, 20, 24, 27, 28 form, multidimensionality (choice of included variables), style and size, and axis ordering within each glyph as well as ordering of glyphs in a display. Although the first issue is not of importance to the polyline glyphs, the remaining three issues should be addressed when designing such glyphs.
Multidimensionality
In common with parallel coordinates, polyline glyphs can show data items with either nonrelated or related attributes (e.g. time-series data on one variable). In both cases, at least two variables (attributes) assigned to a data item are required to generate a (poly)line. With growing dimensionality, it might become more difficult to distinguish particular vertices (variables) within a polyline and therefore, only the general shapes of glyphs-their multivariate footprints (signatures)-can be investigated. Such feature can be beneficial for certain user tasks, such as when investigating general trends within multivariate data records featuring related attributes. Figure 2 shows 10 glyphs drawn for 5-(1A), 9-(1B), 13-(1C), and 17-dimensional (1D) data items. With increasing dimensionality, the glyphs become more complex and less legible. However, if polyline vertices form regular shapes such as curves or waves (glyph #2), align linearly (#1 and #9), or feature something extraordinary such as ''peaks'' (#5 and #8), patterns or nuances seem to be easily recognizable. If the variation in attributes is substantial and there is nothing distinctive in glyphs' shapes (#3, #4, #6, #7, and #10), it might be difficult to make comparisons across graphical entities, to identify patterns or nuances, or to memorize certain glyphs. However, if a given system provides some auxiliary data analysis techniques such as a similarity-check mechanism, then the comparison across multivariate glyphs is feasible even if they feature substantial variation in attributes.
Styling
Not only vertices but also other features can encode attributes. The simplest glyphs take the form of a unicolor and unistyle polyline (Figure 2, 2A) . This basic style works like Turkay et al.'s 29 attribute signatures or line-graph sparklines, which are typically used for monitoring stock-market activity 5 or other time-series data 30 where relative differences between general shapes or between succeeding values in a line graph can be read. Similarly, the simplest style can be suitable for showing relative changes (e.g. over time) on one variable rather than absolute values, proportions, or percentages. There are also other ways to style polyline glyphs. For example, either various colors (Figure 2 , 2B) or line widths (2C) can be used to indicate categorical or ordinal data, respectively. Fill can also be employed; for example, unicolor fill (2D) can facilitate reading absolute values, whereas a multicolor fill (2E) can additionally enable the grouping glyphs into categories. Example 2F in Figure 2 shows a combination of various styles. As this example employs most visual variables, 31 its polyline glyphs feature the highest information density. However, the reader has to expend more effort on interpreting encoded information.
Aside from solutions that-like those mentioned above-facilitate the encoding of extra information in polyline glyphs, there are techniques that can facilitate interpretation, such as the lowest and highest spots (Figure 2, 3A) , ranges (B), thresholds (C), and tooltips (D). These techniques do not necessarily work for nonrelated attributes; however, they can be applied if attributes are transformed into a common range. Although polyline glyphs use aligned axes and, in comparison with star glyphs, it is easier to use them, for example, to detect maxima and minima, mentioned techniques can facilitate interpretation. Indicating the highest spot can facilitate finding the highest values in a multivariate signature if the variables do not differ very much or if there is more than one variable with the highest value.
Not only polyline glyphs in themselves but also, as Ward 6 emphasizes, the way they are arranged in a data display is of importance to readers. Size, background, alignment, and space in between glyphs are all features that might influence user satisfaction, and thus communication efficiency. Figure 2 (4) shows three background settings based on a regular arrangement. The main advantage of regular grids is that polyline glyphs fit their cells and the screen space is used efficiently, which is not always feasible for star glyphs, the sizes of which can vary significantly. When hundreds of polyline glyphs are regularly spaced, the background can make it easier to interpret them (Figure 2, 4C ). However, for sparklines, Tufte 5 does not recommend the use of frames that surround data lines because that might generate unintentional optical clutter ( Figure 2 , 4A, B). A poor visual effect can also occur if polyline glyphs appear too light (4A) or cell frames appear too heavy (4B). If the balance is kept, the layout is legible (4C).
Attribute and glyph reordering
Attribute reordering within a glyph and glyph reordering in a display are both of special importance for polyline glyphs. If these are dynamically linked to a Figure 3 . Twenty 10-dimensional glyphs sorted in descending order (from 1 to 0) or divergently (from 0 to either 1 or 21) with respect to their similarity to glyph #11. Three approaches are used to calculate the similarity: (a) the Euclidean distance in the n-dimensional space approach, (b) the city-block distance approach, and (c) the modified city-block distance approach (the equation proposed in this study).
PCP, axes' reordering in the PCP may result in the attribute reordering within the glyphs. Such reordering can be executed either manually or through optimization algorithms. 3 The second fundamental feature of polyline glyphs is reordering in a display. The main benefit of such reordering is that multidimensional visual search is supported, and therefore, comparative analysis of multidimensional attributes between glyphs is feasible. 24 Glyph sorting through the use of similarity indices can be helpful if one wants to select a polyline glyph and reorder the remaining glyphs with respect to the similarity to the selected glyph. Many solutions exist, 32 such as the commonly used distancebased similarity measures, 32, 33 examples of which are the Euclidean distance in n-dimensional space 34 and the city-block metrics. 35 For certain reasons, however, these two approaches might not fit the purpose of the visual search in polyline glyphs because the information on whether a glyph is generally ''bigger'' or ''smaller'' than the one selected might also be of interest. For such a specific purpose, the following equation normalized to the interval (21, 1) can be used
where d nor is the similarity measure, B is a baseline multidimensional point (selected polyline glyph), G is any multidimensional point (any polyline glyph), n is the number of dimensions, d max is the maximum value observed, and d min is the minimum value (distance) observed. Using this approach, glyphs can be sorted divergently from a selected polyline glyph (a baseline point) with respect to their similarity to that glyph. The approach facilitates the analysis of polyline glyphs with respect to their general size: whether they are smaller (index scores from 0 to 21) or bigger (scores from 0 to 1) than the selected polyline glyph. Although other approaches exist, the above techniques illustrate how similarity metrics work. Figure 3 shows twenty 10-dimensional glyphs generated for data items randomly selected from real data normalized to the interval (0, 100). The glyphs are ordered with respect to their similarity to one randomly selected glyph #11. In Figure 3 , examples A, B, and C show the results for the Euclidean distance, the cityblock metrics, and the equation provided above, respectively. At a glance, the glyphs close to the selected one share a similar signature. Moreover, the results from the Euclidean distance and the city-block metrics are fairly similar. For both, the glyphs most similar to glyph #11 are glyphs #16, #5, and #17. The remaining glyphs are located similarly and only glyph #15 has a different position. Although modern software makes it easy to implement polyline glyphs, it is of primary importance to define tasks, solving which might be facilitated by such glyphs. For example, dynamically linking polyline glyphs to parallel coordinates may support tasks in cases when it is important to investigate multivariate signatures presented as both superimposed and juxtaposed. However, first, it is necessary to identify the tasks and whether they are of importance to potential users.
Dynamic linking of parallel coordinates to polyline glyphs: what does it facilitate?
As the two proof-of-concept implementations of polyline glyphs have already been described elsewhere, 4, 7 we only briefly demonstrate how the dynamic linking of parallel coordinates to polyline glyphs may work.
Polyline glyphs (PPlot sparklines) in ViewExposed
ViewExposed is a tool that enables Norwegian decision-makers to identify the location of municipalities that are vulnerable to natural hazards (Figure 4 , A) and to understand why they are vulnerable. Its integrated vulnerability index (IntVI) is composed of a number of sub-indices, 36 and insight into them is necessary to understand what influences the final IntVI scores. Parallel coordinates (Figure 4 , B) are used to augment this understanding, but since they are overplotted with more than 400 polylines, access to each of those polylines is difficult. Minimized snapshots (thumbnails) of the polylines, named PPlot sparklines (Figure 4, C) , are therefore juxtaposed with each other and dynamically linked to the PCP to allow access to particular data items and to facilitate comparative analysis of their multidimensional signatures.
Two examples demonstrate the possible usage of the glyphs in ViewExposed. First, the glyphs' role is to help identify any discord in the way that the subindices influence municipalities' scores on the IntVI. Consider 42 municipalities (data items) that score above 65 on the IntVI (which ranges from 0 to 100). After filtering the polylines in the PCP ( Figure 5, A) , one can see a general pattern in how the sub-indices influence the IntVI of filtered municipalities as well as how their signatures vary. Several municipalities feature distinctive signatures as they score higher on exposure either to landslides (B) or to floods (C). Because the polylines are superimposed in the PCP (D), it is difficult to examine their shapes and quickly identify municipalities. We assume that the polyline glyphs may facilitate such identification. One can quickly scroll through the 42 glyphs (E) corresponding to the filtered polylines and identify polylines that have shapes that do not match the neighboring polylines (F). One essential inconvenience might result from the number of polylines to be scrolled through, since the more the polylines, the more demanding the visual comparison between juxtaposed glyphs.
Second, the glyphs may also help reveal distinctive multivariate signatures of related attributes without filtering in the PCP. To investigate, for example, factors that influence the social vulnerability index (SoVI)-one of the components of the IntVI-and identify distinctive signatures within municipalities that score high on the SoVI, one can brush the polylines along the proper axis in the PCP ( Figure 5 , G) to search for distinctive shapes (H). However, due to the clutter (I), this task might be unfeasible. Therefore, users can use the glyphs instead. The glyphs can be sorted in descending order according to the SoVI scores (J), and then, by scrolling through them (K), it is possible to recognize those that have shapes that do not match the shapes of the neighboring glyphs (L). Hence, municipalities with uncommon signatures can be identified. Such a task resembles a more realistic geospatial analysis context with many data items than the one demonstrated earlier with only 42 items of interests. Nevertheless, whereas in the first example the glyphs augment the utility of the PCP, in this case they serve as an independent component.
Polyline glyphs in agroEXPLORE
The agroEXPLORE tool was designed to enable an agricultural vulnerability index (AVI) to be constructed for Swedish municipalities. 7 Users can select indicators, adjust their weights, and move between subindices on exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity. Additionally, weights can be set for the sub-indices. All the aforementioned actions require on-the-fly insights into the multivariate signatures of data items. The tool is therefore equipped with a data display in which glyphs can be used either independently or as extension of parallel coordinates.
When assessing agricultural vulnerability, local knowledge is often used to make on-the-fly validations of just calculated vulnerability scores. 37 Then, to check whether the chosen indicators and weights give a result that fits local knowledge such as that a municipality should score higher than neighboring places for particular reasons, one needs not only to view the geography of the resulting index but also to compare municipalities' multivariate signatures concerning the indicators used to calculate the AVI. This can be done using polyline glyphs. After assigning indicators to three sub-indices and setting the weights, the AVI scores for municipalities are calculated and shown on the AVI map. Next, in a hypothetical case, one would take a closer look at the municipalities of Ö rnsköldsvik (Figure 6 , A) and Kramfors (B), since they score differently on the sensitivity sub-index (C) and on the AVI (D), even though they border each other and, according to local knowledge, their scores on the AVI should be similar. Therefore, the similarity-check mechanism (E) based on the Euclidean distance is used to check whether these municipalities share similar multivariate signatures regarding the indicators from the sensitivity sub-index (F). After running the similarity-check using Ö rnsköldsvik as a baseline (G), all municipalities are sorted in descending order with respect to their similarity scores (H). The visual comparison reveals that although Ö rnsköldsvik and Kramfors are categorized differently on the choropleth maps, their signatures are quite similar in terms of the sensitivity sub-index (I). Thereafter, further details can be examined using the PCP.
In the second example, the glyphs may-like in ViewExposed-facilitate the identification of discords within the multivariate signatures that are not clearly legible in a PCP. However, since agroEXPLORE shows items with nonrelated attributes, their signatures can be first sorted according to their similarity to a particular signature, such as that of the municipality of Täby (Figure 7, A, B) , with respect to the similarity scores (C). Congruous glyphs can then be recognized through comparison (D) and the corresponding items can be left displayed in the PCP (E). Then, the signatures can be compared either as glyphs (D) or in the PCP (E). Both options have advantages and weaknesses. The glyphs enable users to identify municipality names and see the thumbnails of multivariate signatures (D) if they are obviously not too numerous. In turn, the PCP enables users to identify variable names and patterns among selected signatures (E).
Empirical study
Objectives
We conduct an empirical study to acquire evidence of whether the benefits of using a PCP together with polyline glyphs compared to the use of a PCP alone are appreciated by users. Hence, it is of importance to Figure 7 . Part of the agroEXPLORE visual interface. After selecting the polyline for the municipality of Täby (A), it is difficult to identify similar polylines in the parallel coordinates. The polyline glyphs can facilitate the identification. After sorting the glyphs according to their similarity to Täby municipality (B, C), users can visually identify similar glyphs (D), which can then be highlighted in the parallel coordinates (E).
investigate whether people tend to use a PCP dynamically linked to polyline glyphs in the way outlined in the examples presented above. On the basis of the examples, we formulate two research questions:
1. Are polyline glyphs used as ''frozen'' thumbnails that help users gain insight into multivariate data besides viewing/investigating them in parallel coordinates? 2. Do polyline glyphs facilitate searches for distinctive multivariate signatures (identifying discords) of data items besides viewing/investigating them in parallel coordinates?
Materials
As study material, we develop a single-page web application in which a PCP is dynamically linked to a table with polyline glyphs (see Figure 1) . A selection in one view results in a corresponding selection in the second view. All 428 municipalities (at the time of writing) in Norway are used as multidimensional data items; each is characterized by 10 socioeconomic indicators. Apart from a common functionality, a similarity-check mechanism is implemented because we consider it substantial for polyline glyphs. The three algorithms mentioned previously in the text are used in the mechanism.
Method
Empirical data are gathered through individual user sessions, each of which last up to 45 min. After a 10-min introduction, each participant is given 10 min to become acquainted with the application. Next, each participant is requested to use the application freely to solve four tasks (Table 1 ) and comment aloud on what he or she does and the conclusions they draw. The tasks are elaborated on the basis of experiences of the proof-of-concept implementations (see section ''Dynamic linking of parallel coordinates to polyline glyphs: what does it facilitate?'') and exemplify actions to which the polyline glyphs are tailored. In all tasks, the glyphs are expected to facilitate the identification of distinctive data items by providing insight into their multivariate signatures and by facilitating comparison among those signatures. Nevertheless, the tasks are formulated in a way that does not suggest the use of glyphs. Also, they can be solved by interacting with the PCP so that the participants are able to make their choices freely. Oral comments as well as screen and mouse movements are recorded during task execution. Moreover, after completing the tasks, each participant fills in a background questionnaire and is asked to respond to a 10-item Likert scale to measure the satisfaction with the design and functionality of the tool. The first six items correspond directly to the visualization methods The results of the background questionnaire reveal that 6 of 36 participants (17%) do not use interactive information visualization of any kind, while 25 participants (69%) do so sometimes, mainly when using learning materials in the form of interactive maps or statistical graphics. Surprisingly, 13 (36%) declare that they never use printed statistical graphics. However, 20 (56%) do use them, mainly when studying; only 3 participants (8%) use printed statistical graphics very frequently. With regard to the level of experience in using interactive information visualization and printed statistical graphics (1 for no experience and 5 for everyday use), the average scores are 2.8 and 2.5, respectively. The participants report moderate levels of training (1 for no training and 5 for proficient) in GIS and cartography (3.4), and in computer graphics (2.7), and low levels of training in the use of Internet technologies and user interface design (1.9 for both).
The stimulus is displayed on a 24-in screen with a resolution of 1920 3 1080 pixels. The study is conducted in English because most of the participants are international students. We record the screen, the participants' oral comments, and the position of the mouse cursor. Thereafter, the recordings are partitioned into segments featuring ''consistent user behavior'' (i.e. the behavior in which participants act in a certain way, such as hovering over polylines in the PCP and loudly commenting on the glyphs). In the data analysis, we only include those segments in which participants freely investigate multivariate signatures of municipalities, as this is an integral element of each task instruction (see Table 1 ). The remaining segments are disregarded because in them the participants act in accordance with the requests. We also disregard parts in which the facilitator clarifies task questions or in which technical problems occur. Ultimately, ca. 4 h of recordings remain, constituting 62% of the original gathered recordings.
Data analysis
User behavior approaches
Ten user behavior approaches (UBAs; Table 2 ) are differentiated based on the above-mentioned segments (parts of recordings) featuring consistent user behavior. UBAs from #1 to #7 concern dealing with the table view, whereas those from #8 to #10 deal with the PCP. Approaches #2, #3, and #6 (highlighted in gray in Table 2 ) concern applying the polyline glyphs.
Not surprisingly, the most basic and intuitive UBA-hovering over either table rows with municipality names (UBA #7) or polylines in the PCP (#8)-is demonstrated by most participants. These two UBAs are demonstrated at least once in any task by 94.4% (67.5%, 95% confidence interval (CI)) and 88.9% (610.3%, 95% CI) of the participants, respectively (see Table 2 ). Regarding the UBAs related to the glyphs, commenting on the glyphs while scrolling through the table (#3) is demonstrated at least once in any task by 69.4% (615.1%, 95% CI) of the participants. Hovering over the glyphs either without (#6) or with preceding single-row selection (#2) is demonstrated at least once in any task by 61.1% (615.9%, 95% CI) and 19.4% (612.9%, 95% CI) of the participants, respectively. Furthermore, in T#1 and T#2, UBA #3 is one of the two approaches demonstrated by most participants, whereas hovering over the polyline glyphs (UBA #6) is one of two approaches demonstrated at least once by most participants in T#2. In T#3 and T#4, fewer participants use the glyphs than in the two previous tasks. The fewest participants use the glyphs in T#4, for which the share of people who demonstrate UBAs related to polyline glyphs is the lowest (see the last row of Table 3 ); the highest share is observed in T#2.
User behavior analysis: aggregated duration and number of usages
The segments differentiated for particular participants and tasks are aggregated according to the demonstrated UBAs. Absolute and relative durations are then analyzed. In addition, the aggregated number of usages (segments featuring consistent UBAs) and absolute aggregated duration per one usage are examined. All the results are shown in Figure 8 .
We use a two-way repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) (RM-ANOVA) to determine whether any change in the absolute aggregated duration (i.e. the dependent variable) is the result of the interaction For each task, the two most common approaches are shown in italic. PCP: parallel coordinate plot; UBA: user behavior approach. (44) = 177.08, p \ .001; therefore, degrees of freedom are corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity (e = .62)), showing that there are significant differences in absolute aggregated duration for the 10 UBAs. The participants spend most time hovering over polylines in the PCP (UBA #8). When it comes to the polyline glyphs, they are used for the longest time to comment on (UBA #3). The test also reveals a significant main effect of task type, F(3, 105) = 12.11, p \ .001, h 2 p = .26, showing that there are significant differences in absolute aggregated duration for the four user tasks. Moreover, the RM-ANOVA test confirms a significant interaction effect between UBA and task type for absolute aggregated duration, F(9.04, 316.46) = 5.89, p \ .001, h 2 p = .14 (Mauchly's test indicates that the assumption of sphericity is violated, x 2 (377) = 1261.36, p \ .001; therefore, degrees of freedom are corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity (e = .34)). It tells us that the profile of absolute aggregated durations across different user tasks is different for the 10 various UBAs.
Regarding the relative duration, the glyphs are used relatively longer in T#1 and T#2, when the summed share of the UBAs relating to glyphs (#2, #3, and #6) is the highest: 23.2% of the participants' aggregated duration in T#1 (F) and 44.1% in T#2 (G). The role of polyline glyphs is more distinct for all tasks when the aggregated number of usages is analyzed. Three glyph-related approaches feature high share in the aggregated number of usages, especially in T#1 (K) and T#2 (L) when most segments are assigned to UBA #3. Nevertheless, when normalized using absolute aggregated duration, the absolute aggregated duration per one usage is not distinctive for UBA #3 (U).
Task execution analysis
When executing the tasks, in most cases (36.8%, 61%, 95% CI) participants demonstrate two different UBAs (Table 4 ). This strategy is predominant especially in T#3 and T#4. Moreover, maximally six different UBAs are used (only one participant does so).
Regarding the total number of UBAs demonstrated during the execution of the tasks (Figure 9 ), in T#1 and T#2, most participants use only one UBA (no UBA succession); the latter task also features the highest variety in succession numbers. In contrast, in T#3 and T#4, most individuals change UBA once.
A circular layout ( Figure 10 ) is used to gain an insight into the changes in UBAs. In most cases (50 of all 401 successions-12%), after applying UBA #3 (commenting on the polyline glyphs with scrolling through the table), participants hover over polyline glyphs in the table (approach #6); reverse succession is also frequent, as participants behave in this way in 41 of all 401 cases (10%). These two changes (#3!#6 and vice versa) dominate especially in T#1 and T#2. In T#3, the most numerous successions are #3 ! #8 Figure 9 . Number of changes in user behavior approaches (UBAs) during task execution, by task. and #8 ! #3, whereas in T#4 they are #8 ! #7 and #8 ! #9.
Furthermore, we employ sequence alignment analysis (SAA) 38 to compare the UBA sequences across individuals. We use Clustal X 39 to summarize and compare individual UBAs systematically. We focus on the order of UBAs, but not on the durations of their application. Figure 11 shows the aligned UBA sequences grouped by task, where one row represents a UBA sequence for one individual, read from left to right. Although approaches #7 (color code G) or #8 (H) separately or their successions are frequent in all tasks, they are particularly numerous in T#3 and T#4. In the latter two tasks, the successions of UBAs #8 (H) and #9 (I) are frequent too. Regarding the glyph-related UBAs, certain individuals exhibit similar aligned sequence patterns with the combination of approaches #3 (C) and #6 (F); a series of such successions are visible particularly in T#2 and to a minor extent in T#1.
Comment analysis
Although the participants are requested to comment aloud on the questions posed, not all of them do so, and some of the comments of those who do follow our request are either shallow or inaccurate. Examples of the comments are provided in Table 5 . The tasks mainly receive accurate comments ( Figure 12 ) and 20 of 36 individuals comment on all tasks accurately ( Figure 13 ). T#1 and T#3 either are not commented on by most participants or result in most inaccurate comments. T#4 results in most accurate comments: 32 of 36 individuals (89%) comment on it in a precise way.
Regarding the attitudes toward the polyline glyphs, only two individuals comment on the glyphs directly, both when solving T#2: Individual #13: OK. So, we are using the glyphs? 
Task execution analysis: more effective versus less effective individuals
More effective individuals are differentiated from less effective ones ( Figure 13 ), with the assumption that those who are more effective are simply those who accurately comment on all tasks. Subsequently, an independent-samples t-test is conducted for each task to compare the total task execution durations for both more and less effective individuals, but the differences are not statistically significant. Also, t-tests are conducted to compare the aggregated relative durations of glyph-related UBAs (approaches #2, #3, and #6) for more and less effective individuals. The differences are insignificant in this case too. A deeper insight into aligned sequences (Figure 14) of UBAs of more and less effective individuals reveals that more UBA successions of UBA #3 and #6 (CF color codes) in T#2, and #8 with #7 (HG) in T#4, are observed for more effective individuals.
Questionnaire outcomes
The layout and the functionality of the visualization tool tested in the empirical study gather mostly positive attitudes. A majority of the participants strongly agree or agree that the design of the tool is successful and the tool is easy to use (see statements S#7 and S#8 in Figure 15 , respectively). A majority of the participants also strongly disagree or disagree that it is necessary to learn a lot before starting to use the tool (S#9), and that a tutorial or the support of a technical person is needed to be able to use it (S#10). Nevertheless, the latter statement receives the most diverse responses and the most ''I don't know'' responses. Regarding the PCP and the polyline glyphs, most individuals either strongly agree or agree that the use of the PCP (S#1) and the glyphs (S#3) as well as the use of these two techniques in combination (S#5) are easy to understand. They also mostly strongly agree or agree that the use of these three solutions to enable users to investigate data (S#2, S#4, and S#6) is successful. Only a few individuals either strongly disagree or disagree with S#1-6. Although the use of glyphs (S#3, S#4) generates relatively more ''I don't know'' responses, the combination of glyphs with the PCP is claimed by most individuals as easy to understand (#5) and successful (#6) when it comes to enabling users to investigate data. 
Results and discussion
Individuals who participate in our empirical study use a PCP dynamically linked to polyline glyphs ( Figure 1 ) and solve four tasks (Table 1 ). In the tasks, they are requested to investigate 10-dimensional signatures that show selected socioeconomic indicators. The general aim of the tasks is either to examine how the signatures vary (T#1, T#2) or to identify municipalities featuring distinctive signatures (T#3, T#4). The individuals are expected to investigate the signatures of all 428 Norwegian municipalities in T#1 and T#2, or of their subset in T#3 (32 municipalities) and T#4 (21) . Although the participants are neither suggested nor encouraged to use the glyphs to investigate the signatures, most of them freely chose to do so. The participants use the glyphs in all four tasks and only 7 of 36 participants do not use the glyphs at all in any task. Three of the 10 differentiated UBAs (Table 2) concern the glyphs, and of those 3, the most commonly demonstrated is commenting on glyphs, typically along with scrolling through the glyph display (UBA #3) or hovering over the glyphs (#6): 69.4% (615.1%, 95% CI) and 61.1% (615.9%, 95% CI), respectively, of the individuals do this at least once in any task, mainly in T#1 and T#2 when investigating all multivariate signatures is to be done with visual clutter occurring in the PCP. The combination of UBAs #3 and #6 is also common, as is evident from the circular layout ( Figure  10 ). Such behavior is frequent especially in T#2, when the participants investigate all 428 signatures that are sorted in descending order according to their similarity to the one for Sola municipality. In T#2, 38.9% (615.9%, 95% CI) of the participants demonstrate the combination of UBA #3 and UBA #6 at least once (Table 3) . Moreover, T#2 is also the task in which the glyphs are used at least once by most users (69.4%, 615.1%, 95% CI). If one considers the absolute and relative durations of aggregated UBAs and the aggregated number of usages (Figure 8) , the tasks in which glyphs are most commonly used are again T#1 and T#2, in particular. Regarding the latter task, the participants demonstrate UBA #3 in 23% of the total aggregated durations (Figure 8 , G) and this is the second highest score after the most common UBA #7 (27%). In turn, UBA #3 has the highest score in T#2, if one considers the total aggregated number of usages: 50 of 179 (i.e. 28%; Figure 8 , L). The task execution analysis confirms the above findings. The UBA successions for which people Figure 15 . Individuals' attitudes toward the visualization tool used in the empirical study.
comment on the glyphs and hover over them (UBAs #3 and #6) are the most frequent in T#2. Then, 12 of 36 individuals do so at least once (see Figure 11) . In T#3 and T#4, the polyline glyphs are most seldom applied. Furthermore, in these two tasks, the executions are the most consistent regarding both the number of different UBAs demonstrated by individuals (mostly one or two, see Table 4 ) and the number of changes in UBAs (mostly one or no change, see Figure  9 ). Typical for T#3 and T#4 is also UBA #8-hovering over polylines in the PCP. With regard to more and less effective individuals (Figure 13 ), there are no distinguishable characteristics in the differences in their aligned sequences of UBAs (Figure 14) . The only difference is that more successions of UBA #3 with #6 in T#2 and UBA #8 with #7 in T#4 are observed for more effective individuals. In other words, in T#2 more accurate comments are given by those who scroll through or hover over the glyph display, and in T#4 by those who hover over polylines in the PCP and rows in the table.
Polyline glyphs encode data in a way similar to parallel coordinates, except that they show multivariate signatures as juxtaposed with each other instead of as superimposed on each other. Moreover, these tiny glyphs encode data in a simplified way (without axes and labels) and can be easily integrated with parallel coordinates. Although in such combination the same data are shown twice, our investigation reveals that for specific tasks this has advantages over the use of parallel coordinates alone. We discover that when a PCP is dynamically linked to polyline glyphs and individuals are expected to use such a tool to gain insight into multivariate signatures of data items, many decide to use polyline glyphs instead of parallel coordinates. Using polyline glyphs are especially favored when individuals are requested to investigate multivariate signatures to see how they vary depending on their similarity to a selected signature (T#2 in our empirical study). Then, individuals tend to scroll through a glyph display with sorted polyline glyphs and investigate these ''frozen'' thumbnails instead of hovering over the polylines in parallel coordinates. Apart from using the glyphs to investigate how the signatures vary, the participants also report using them to identify distinctive cases, as they can easily see them within the glyphs. This finding confirms the common claim that if multivariate signatures are positioned within the eyespan and it is feasible to make comparisons at a glance-uninterrupted visual reasoning, the similarities and differences among glyphs are likely to be identified more efficiently. 20, 25, 26 This can be backed up by the statement given by one of our individuals: ''I find it easier . to use the glyphs to see a difference.'' Surprisingly, the individuals do not tend to use the polyline glyphs if the PCP to which the glyphs are dynamically linked is not visually cluttered. If only a dozen polylines are shown in a PCP, as when solving T#4, individuals avoid using polyline glyphs to identify distinctive polylines and only use the PCP.
Conclusion
The main benefit to be gained from using a PCP dynamically linked to polyline glyphs over the use of a PCP alone is that if a PCP and polyline glyphs show hundreds of multivariate data entities and users try to gain insights into the multivariate signatures of those entities, polyline glyphs are especially favorable if investigating the signatures according to their similarity to selected one is to be done. If the number of data entities is reduced and visual clutter does not impede the differentiation of particular signatures in the PCP, users might disregard polyline glyphs.
Linking a PCP to polyline glyphs augments insights into multivariate data provided through a PCP alone by facilitating the investigation of multivariate data items without their preliminary filtering and thus reducing their number. Visual analysis of data is not easily achievable in a PCP alone if the data consist of hundreds of multivariate items. We therefore claim that a PCP dynamically linked to polyline glyphs supports the solving of user tasks in which initially all data items are to be investigated briefly, even if visual clutter occurs in the PCP, and thereafter, only selected items are to be analyzed in detail.
Apart from the use of polyline glyphs together with PCPs, they can also serve as an independent component. However, in such case, the effectiveness of polyline glyphs needs to be further tested.
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